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Introduction

What's in a name? That which we call a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet…​[1]​

This is what Juliet says in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet when she complains that Romeo’s name is all that keeps him from her. His name does not characterize him, he could have any other name and still be the same. In medieval Welsh prose tales, however, names do seem to matter, they often offer a description or characterization of the person they’re given to or they depict a situation in which the person has been. In Branwen uerch Llyr, for example, we meet Efnisien, whose name means ‘hostile’.​[2]​ He is indeed a hostile, quarrelsome person. In Math uab Mathonwy a woman is created out of flowers, she is appropriately named Blodeuedd ‘flowers’.​[3]​ 
In this thesis I will investigate whether the names and nicknames in the four branches of the Mabinogion have a distinct meaning. If so, what is the meaning of the name and what is said about the person bearing the name? Is it known how he or she got the name and is the context in which the name was given of any significance? Is the meaning of the name important in the narrative and does the name represent a function of the character? While researching, the stories themselves form my main source of information. I will not take into account general assumptions or broad mythological assumptions about the tales and the characters.
I will start with some general information about the Mabinogion and I will discuss the name ‘Mabinogion’ and the dating of the Four Branches. In each following chapter I will discuss one of four branches of the Mabinogion. I will take a closer look at all the names appearing in that particular story. For each name I will try to find a meaning in Geiriadur Prifysgol Cymru.​[4]​ If a compound name cannot be found I will look up the different elements separately and try to derive a meaning from the separate words. For family names that are mentioned but not explained in the stories I will consult Trioedd Ynys Prydein for general information.​[5]​ I will then discuss if the meaning of the name describes the character’s function in the story. General mythology and mythological explanations remain outside the scope of my thesis; so do etymological explanations of names. I will solely discuss motifs that are clearly present in the story itself and can be derived from the storyline. Furthermore I will investigate whether the way the name was given to the character is mentioned, and if so, if this naming ceremony gives additional information about the character and his name. If characters are mentioned in more than one story, I will discuss this character fully in the chapter on the story in which the character has the biggest role. 






The collection of eleven tales that is commonly known as the Mabinogion have been preserved in two Welsh manuscript collections, Llyfr Gwyn Rhydderch (the White Book of Rhydderch, LGR) of the period 1300-1325, and Llyfr Coch Hergest (the Red Book of Hergest, LCH) written down around 1375-1425. In the Peniarth MSS. 6, 7, 14 and 16 and Jesus MS. 20 portions of the various stories remain, some of them written down a hundred years before LGR.​[6]​ The title Mabinogion was first used by Lady Charlotte Guest, she understood it to be the plural of mabinogi which meaning she misunderstood. The word mabynogyon itself occurs only once, in the story of Pwyll Pendeuic Dyuet, and is most likely a scribal error.​[7]​ The term mabinogi, however, can only apply to the first four tales, ‘the four branches’ thus dismissing the other seven tales. Lady Guest’s title is now so well established that I will use it throughout this thesis. 
	The first four tales of the Mabinogion are called ‘the four branches’, y pedeir keinc as these stories all end with a similar formula: ‘and this is how this branch of the mabinogi ends. Pwyll pendeuic Dyuet ends with the sentence: Ac y uelly y teruyna y geing hon yma o’r Mabynnogyon. ​[8]​ Branwen uerch Llŷr uses the ending: A llyna ual y teruyna y geing honn o’r Mabin(y)ogi (…).​[9]​ Manawydan uab Llŷr and Math uab Mathonwy end similar to Pwyll: Ac y uelly y teruyna y geing honn yma o’r mabinogy, where yma is only found in the text of Manawydan.​[10]​ Perhaps more tales originally belonged to the ‘branches of the Mabinogion’, but these are not preserved. 
	The term mabinogion is probably based on the stem *mapono-, it originally meant ‘material or doings pertaining to (the family of) the divine Maponos (Mabon)’, a theory suggested by Eric P. Hamp.​[11]​ He rejects the former generally accepted theory that the term was based on the word mab ‘child, boy, son’ and was used in the sense of a story about a certain hero’s childhood. In this sense it referred to the career of Pryderi, son of Pwyll and Rhiannon. Rachel Bromwich suggests that mabinogi in the sense of ‘a tale of youth’ came to mean ‘a tale of descendants’. She believes that Four Branches are “fundamentally the stories of the old Brittonic gods from whom the leading Welsh dynasties in early historical times claimed descent.” This wider sense may have been known quite early, the word maponos or mabon obviously contains the element mab meaning ‘boy’ and would have been understood accordingly. Proinsias MacCana argues that it is not unlikely that both Ifor Williams and Hamp are correct in their assumptions. Mabinogi then originally denoted the deeds of Maponos/Mabon and subsequently came to be used in a wider sense; denoting the deeds of a hero.​[12]​ 

1.2 Dating the Mabinogion
There are many theories concerning the date of origin of the Mabinogion. Scholars agree that the tales are older than the existing manuscripts, but have different opinions about just how much older they are. Ifor Williams says in his Pedeir Keinc y Mabinogi that according to the information known to him the general theory is that “a man from Dyfed joined together old stories of Gwent, Dyfed and Gwynedd around 1060 when the three kingdoms had been united.”​[13]​ Gwyn and Thomas Jones agree with the date Williams gives in their translation of the Mabinogion: “the likeliest date for the Four Branches would appear to be early in the second half of the eleventh century.”​[14]​ Saunders Lewis says that the likeliest date lies between 1170 and 1190.​[15]​








The story of Pwyll contains three parts. The first part tells us how Pwyll lord of Dyfed meets Arawn king of Annwn and wins his friendship by changing places in order to rid Arawn of his oppressor Hafgan, another king of Annwn. We then learn how Pwyll gets his name; this will be further discussed below. After Pwyll defeats Hafgan, the friendly bonds between Annwn and Dyfed are established, which are made use of in the fourth branch, Math uab Mathonwy. 
In the second part of the tale, Pwyll meets the mysterious Rhiannon on the mound at Arberth. Pwyll sends his best horsemen after her, but she always remains ahead of them. The next day Pwyll follows her himself, but fails to reach her. On the third day he finally calls out to her, and Rhiannon tells him she has come seeking him because she would rather marry him than the man she is betrothed to, Gwawl. After a year and a day, he wins her from Gwawl through a plan she concocts. 






2.2 Names in Pwyll Pendeuic Dyuet and their meaning
Arawn urenhin Annwn
Arawn king of Annwn (Annwn means ‘Otherworld’) is, as his name tells us, the king of the Otherworld.​[18]​ His first name does not mean anything. When Pwyll meets Arawn on the mound of Arberth, he notices that Arawn’s dogs are shining white with red ears. These colours are connected to the Otherworld. In Irish tales cows or other creatures from the Otherworld usually are white with red ears. In Táin Bó Regamna Morrígan, the Irish war goddess, threatens the Irish hero Cú Chulainn by transforming herself into a grey she-wolf and a white cow with red ears followed by a hundred of other white, red-eared cows.​[19]​ Miranda Green thinks the creatures and the colour red refer to the Otherworldliness of Morrígan: “the wolf was greyish-red, the colour of the Cwn Annwn, the hounds of the Welsh Otherworld; the heifer was white and red-eared, and again this combination belongs to the supernatural realms, both in Wales and Ireland.”​[20]​ Osborn Bergin notes that both Kenneth Jackson and Rudolf Thurneysen mention that these cows are connected to the fairyland and magic, but not necessarily confined to the Otherworld.​[21]​ 

Cigfa uerch Wynn Gohoyw
Pryderi chooses Cigfa to become his wife. The names of her ancestors are given: Gwynn Gohoyw uab Gloyw Wallt Lydan uab Casnar Wledig o dyledogyon yr ynys hon, ‘of the highborn ones of the island’. Gwyn ‘white, fair haired’, Gohoyw ‘fine, lively’, means something like ‘the fair-haired proud/lively one’,​[22]​ Gloyw Wallt Lydan’s name clearly describes his appearance: ‘bright wide hair’ and Casnar Wledig means ‘hero’ or ‘king’.​[23]​ Casnar Wledig’s name clearly indicates that Cigfa comes from a rich and influential family, this is supported by the remark that her ancestors belong to the highborn ones of the Island.
The word cigfa means ‘meat market, butcher’s shop’.​[24]​ I do not think that is the intended meaning of her name in this tale. But if it is, then perhaps we should interpret her name as an indication of status. Her family handled meat, provided food for the community. Her name, then, indicates status and validates Pryderi’s choice to marry this girl. 
	In the figurative sense, Cigfa’s name means ‘carnage’. If we take this meaning of her name as the original meaning, then she does not live up to her name. After Pryderi chose her to become his wife, he stopped conquering land. Thus Cigfa actually prevented war or carnage by becoming his wife. Later, in Manawydan uab Llŷr, she also prevents carnage by initially advising Manawydan not to kill the mouse he caught.

Gwawl uab Clud
Gwawl uab Clud is betrothed to Rhiannon against her will. Gwawl knows what Pwyll is up to and tries to prevent Pwyll from taking Rhiannon away from him. Pwyll, however, manages to outsmart him with Rhiannon’s help. Eventually Pwyll traps him in a bag and makes Gwawl promise to not take revenge.​[25]​ In Manawydan uab Llŷr Gwawl does take revenge. He curses the land, turns it into a wasteland and traps Pryderi and Rhiannon to take revenge on Pwyll. Gwawl’s name either means ‘wall, hedge, boundary’ or ‘light’ in the Welsh language.​[26]​ His father’s name, Clud, means ‘carriage, load, burden, wealth’, nothing more is said about him, so I do not know if his name suits him.​[27]​ The meaning of Gwawl’s name is, in my opinion, insignificant to the tale. 

Hafgan
Arawn’s oppressor is Hafgan, another king of the Otherworld. Hafgan’s name contains of two elements; haf and can or cain. Haf means ‘summer, summer-like’ and can means ‘white, shining brilliant’ it is also used to denote a ‘white dog, white horse’.​[28]​ Cain means ‘fine, fair, beautiful’.​[29]​ Looking up his name in its entirety gives the meaning ‘summer-like beauty, -fair, -radiance, brightness’.​[30]​ If can already had the meaning of ‘white dog, white horse’ at the time the story was first told, then the people who listened to this story could possibly associate the name ‘summer-like (in the sense of bright) white dog or white horse’ with the likely involvement of the Otherworld, seeing that Arawn also has white dogs and Rhiannon, another character connected to the Otherworld rides a pale horse. 
We know nothing more of Hafgan than that he is Arawn’s oppressor in the Otherworld who is defeated by Pwyll, so his name does not have a function in the tale, despite perhaps showing that he belonged to the Otherworld.

Hefeydd Hen
The first name of Hefeydd Hen does not mean anything. Hen means old.​[31]​ He is Rhiannon’s father and his court is at Arberth. His epithet merely shows his age and perhaps indicates status and wisdom.

Pendaran Dyfed
We meet Pendaran Dyfed in the scene where Pryderi is reunited with his parents. He ultimately decides to name the boy Pryderi and becomes his foster-father. In Branwen uerch Llŷr Pendaran is mentioned as the young lad among the seven stewards who stayed behind to take charge of the island when everyone else rushed off to Ireland to avenge the mistreatment of Branwen in Ireland. Later these seven men are slain and Pendaran escapes into the forest. This is the last time he is mentioned. It should be noted that in this tale Pendaran is said to be a young lad who is left behind in Britain while Pryderi accompanies Brân to Ireland as a full grown man whereas in Pwyll Pendaran acts as Pryderi’s foster-father. 
	Pendaran’s name can mean two things. The first element pen either means ‘head’ or ‘chief’, the second element can either be taran ‘sizeable’ or ‘thunder’, or dâr ‘lord’ or ‘oak tree’.​[32]​ His name could be a description of his appearance; ‘big head’ or it could describe his function as a ‘big leader’. Taking into account his different role in Branwen where he appears as a young man, his name might have simply been interpreted as ‘big head’ in Branwen, and ‘great leader’ in Pwyll. 

Pryderi: Gwri or Pryderi? The naming of Pwyll’s son
Before Pryderi was reunited with his parents, he was raised by Teyrnon Twryf Uliant and his wife. They name the boy Gwri Wallt Euryn: Gwri Golden Hair, since “yr hynn a oed ar y ben o wallt, kyuelynet oed a’r eur”, “what hair there was on his head, it was yellow as gold.”​[33]​ The word Gwri does not seem to mean anything. It could perhaps call to mind associations with the verb gwriaf ‘to act or behave manfully’ referring to the swift growth and development of the young boy.​[34]​ The word may also be associated with the word gwrid meaning ‘glow of colour in the cheeks indicating youth and health’, indicating the strength and further appearance of the young boy.​[35]​ 
Pwyll’s son Pryderi is aptly renamed after his parents are reunited with him. Rhiannon calls out: “(…) escor uym pryder im pei gwir hynny”, “(…) a casting off of my care to me if this is true” and thus naming him Pryderi.​[36]​ Pendaran Dyfed acknowledges that the name Pryderi suits the boy best. Rhiannon argues that perhaps his own name suits him best, which is Gwri Wallt Euryn. Pendaran eventually decides that the boy’s name should be Pryderi. Pwyll then remarks that it is very fitting for a boy’s name to be taken from the first word his mother spoke when receiving glad tidings of him. Pryder means ‘thought’, ‘anxiety’, ‘care’ and ‘worry’.​[37]​ Ifor Williams mentions that the Breton word pritiri, equated with dampnum, is used to gloss iactura, ‘loss’, so perhaps this was the original meaning of the word.​[38]​ This meaning is very suitable since Pryderi was lost soon after his birth. R. L. Thomson notes that escor also means ‘give birth to’; so Rhiannon was either relieved of her pryderi, ‘loss’, or gave birth to her ‘loss’ Pryderi; her son.​[39]​ 
In this branch Pryderi is raised by Pendaran Dyfed, his foster father, and grows up to be the best skilled in all manly pursuits and the most handsome and gallant youth in the kingdom. After his father’s death, he takes over the kingdom and rules the seven cantrefs​[40]​ of Dyfed prosperously. He also manages to conquer the three cantrefs of Ystrad Tywi and the four cantrefs of Ceredigiawn. After that he decides to marry and chooses Cigfa daughter of Gwyn Gohoyw, son of Gloyw Wallt Lydan, son of Casnar Wledig of the highborn ones of the island. 
In Branwen uerch Llŷr Pryderi is only mentioned as one of the seven men who escape the island and carry Bendigeidfran’s head to the White Mound in London to bury it.
Pryderi, ‘loss, anxiety’, manages to disappear again in the tale Manawydan uab Llŷr. Against his promise Gwawl takes revenge and curses the land, turning it into a desolate place. Only Pryderi, his wife Cigfa, Rhiannon and Manawydan remain. They fervently search for others but fail to find anyone. Manawydan and Pryderi eventually go hunting and arrive at a fort. Pryderi enters the fort against Manawydan’s advice and finds a golden bowl. When he touches the bowl, his hands stick to the bowl and his feet stick to the slab on which he stands. He can no longer speak or move. Rhiannon loses Pryderi for a second time; demonstrating that Pryderi’s name indeed has a function. Again Pryderi signifies loss to Rhiannon. Manawydan tells Rhiannon what happened to her son and she also enters the fort. When she tries to help Pryderi her hand and feet also stick to the bowl and at nightfall the fort disappears with Rhiannon and Pryderi inside. 
 A while later, when Manawydan takes up farming, he notices that mice destroy his crop. He catches one of the mice and intends to kill it, but he is stopped by several important people. The last person, who tries to stop him, a bishop, introduces himself as Llwyd son of Cilcoed, a friend of Gwawl, the man Rhiannon was originally betrothed to. He informs him that Gwawl has taken revenge on Pwyll through Pryderi. After Manawydan makes the man promise that never again a spell will be put on the seven cantrefs of Dyfed, the spell is lifted and Dyfed is restored. In this tale Gwawl uses Pryderi to take revenge on Pwyll.​[41]​ 
In the triads Pryderi is mentioned as being one of the Tri Gvrueichiat Enys Brydein (“Three Powerful Swineherds of the Island of Britain”) together with Drystan son of Tallwch and Coll son of C(o)llfrewy. Pwyll is swineherd of the swine of his foster-father Pendaran Dyfed. These seven swine were given to Pendaran by Pwyll lord of Annwn.​[42]​ 
In Math uab Mathonwy Pryderi is the swineherd of the swine Arawn gave to Pwyll head of Annwn. Gwydion wants to give these swine to Math and conjures up a trick to get Pryderi to give him the swine. He turns toadstools into twelve horses and twelve hounds that he exchanges for the pigs. The next day, however they turn back into toadstools. Pryderi realizes he has been cheated and gathers an army to follow Gwydion to get his pigs back. Math sets off to meet Pryderi’s attack. After the battle, a truce is called but Pryderi, realizing that Gwydion is his real enemy, decides to fight him face-to-face. Pryderi is slain when Gwydion calls on his magic powers to aid him. Pryderi is buried at Maen Tyriawg above Y Felenrhyd.​[43]​ 

Pwyll: How Pwyll got his new epithet
How people get their names is often explained in the same way that placenames are explained in Welsh tales. Pwyll Prince of Dyuet is lord over seven cantrefs of Dyfed. His first name means ‘sense, wisdom, reason’, it is not described how he got this name.​[44]​ In Pwyll pendeuic Dyuet Pwyll meets Arawn, the king of Annwn, the Otherworld. To gain his friendship Pwyll promises to rid Arawn of his oppressor Hafgan, another king of the Otherworld. After Hafgan is defeated and Pwyll has successfully governed the Otherworld for a year, Pwyll wins another epithet: 

Ac o achaws i drigiant ef y ulwydyn honno yn Annwuyn, a gwledychu ohonaw yno mor lwydannus, a dwyn y dwy dyrnas yn un drwy y dewred ef a’y uilwraeth, y diffygywys y enw ef ar Pwyll Pendeuic Dyuet, ac y gelwit Pwyll Pen Annwuyn o hynny allan.​[45]​ 

And by reason of his sojourn that year in Annwn and his having ruled there so prosperously and united the two kingdoms in one by his valour and his prowess, the name of Pwyll Prince of Dyfed fell into disuse and he was called Pwyll Head of Annwn from that time forth.​[46]​

This name is a result of the year Pwyll spent in the Otherworld. Pwyll has to prove himself after he violated the law by driving away Arawn’s dogs from a stag he felled. Pwyll acted that way because he was unaware of Arawn’s status and deems himself to be the greatest king of the area and thus has first hunting rights. Arawn, however, does have the right to hunt there, and Pwyll should have waited a certain amount of time before he had the right to claim the stag.​[47]​ Arawn accuses Pwyll of ignorance and discourtesy, as a result Pwyll has to restore his friendship with Arawn. Pwyll and Arawn then change places. Pwyll’s capabilities are tested in Annwn, where he proves to be an excellent ruler and looses the arrogance he used to have concerning his own sovereignty. He does not betray Arawn’s trust and refrains from sleeping with Arawn’s stunningly beautiful wife.​[48]​ This portrayal of chastity was not originally required of him and it strengthens the strong friendship that grew between the two men. 
Pwyll’s epithets denote his function and importance; he is the prince of Dyfed and later the head of the Otherworld. He proves his worth by being able to rid the king of the Otherworld of his oppressor and successfully ruled Annwn, thus deserving this honourable epithet. 
Even though Pwyll’s name means wise, his actions are not always wise. When meeting Arawn he insults him by hunting the stag Arawn himself was hunting. He now owes Arawn a favour and successfully rids Arawn of his oppressor. His actions during the year he spent in Annwn demonstrate an increased wisdom in his rule, and he proves himself worthy of ruling Annwn. The second ill-advised decision Pwyll makes is when e he attends the feast at Rhiannon’s court and a stranger asks him for a boon. Pwyll immediately promises him that he can have whatever he wants. Rhiannon criticises him for that hasty decision. She recognises the stranger as Gwawl uab Clud, the man she is betrothed to against her will. Gwawl asks to sleep with the lady Pwyll loves best. Pwyll, of course, cannot refuse but feels bad about it. Rhiannon persuades him to bestow her upon Gwawl and promises to never let Gwawl have her and explains a plan she concocted. Rhiannon will prepare a feast a year from that day, she gives Pwyll an enchanted bag and asks him to come to the feast shabby dressed carrying the bag. Upon arrival he must ask if the bag can be filled with food. The bag is virtually bottomless; thanks to the enchantment you can always put more things into it without running out of space. When more and more food disappears into the bag, Gwawl will rise and ask Pwyll if the bag will ever be full. Pwyll must then answer that it will never be full unless a true possessor of territory and dominions shall arise and press the food in the bag with both his feet, and say: “Sufficient has been put herein!” They will then trap Gwawl inside the bag and make him promise that he will not seek revenge. After Gwawl is trapped, Pwyll only releases him after he has taken precautions: he makes Gwawl promise that he will not take revenge.​[49]​ Pwyll thus proves that he has again learned his lesson, his wisdom is steadily growing. 
In both cases Pwyll’s reckless decisions are put right by his later actions. He obviously learns from his mistakes and demonstrates that he is worthy of his name and position. Even when Rhiannon seems to be unable to conceive a child, he makes the right decision by not immediately divorcing her, but instead he promises to submit to the counsel of his men after an allotted period of time. When Rhiannon eventually does conceive and the child she gives birth to disappears, Pwyll again takes a carefully considered decision. Only after he has looked at the evidence he decides that she should be punished. The recklessness he showed at the beginning of the tale seems to have disappeared. Pwyll dies at the end of this branch. His son Pryderi takes over his rule.

Rhiannon
The word rhiain meaning ‘queen, maiden, virgin’ is present in the name of Rhiannon cf. the Old Irish rígain ‘queen’.​[50]​ The old suffix –on is frequently used in originally divine names.​[51]​ Rhiannon is the daughter of Hefeydd Hen, Hefeydd the Old. It is not mentioned if she is a queen, but she is described as being dressed in a garment of shining gold brocaded silk. Pwyll meets Rhiannon on the mound of Arberth, the same place as where he met Arawn, the king of the Otherworld. 
Mound Arberth also features in Manawydan uab Llŷr where this mound again represents a magical place. On the same mound Arberth a magical fort appears one day, in this fort Pryderi sees a beautiful bowl which causes him to remain immobile as soon as he touches it. Mound Arberth seems to have been a gate to the Otherworld. When Pwyll goes for a walk and climbs the mound, a man of his court tells him: ‘it is the peculiarity of the mound that whatever high-born man sits upon it will not go thence without one of two things: wounds or blows, or else his seeing a wonder.’ Pwyll replies that he does not fear being wounded when surrounded by his retinue, so the reason for him to visit this mound is to see a wonder.​[52]​ Pwyll and his retinue see Rhiannon ride past on a pale horse. Pwyll orders one of his men to follow her but fails to reach her. The man returns and explains that the woman simply rode too fast, Pwyll then remarks that there must be ‘some magic meaning there’ because the man was unable to reach her. 
Perhaps this mound links Rhiannon to the otherworld. The fact that Pwyll meets Rhiannon on this specific magical mound might imply that she also belongs to the Otherworld. Rhiannon does show some magical features. She is able to ride her horse extremely fast, so fast that no one can catch up with her. This possibly confirms that she is indeed an otherworldly being. Her fine garment may then indicate that she is a very important person there, perhaps a queen. Her actions and behaviour also show that she is an important person. She is independent and has a strong will, which she displays when she first meets Pwyll. She is determined to marry Pwyll and not the man she is originally betrothed to. Rhiannon also shows that she is a very wise woman. She concocts a plan to ensure that Gwawl will be trapped so she can marry Pwyll, the man of her choice. 
Rhiannon may perhaps be identified with the goddess of sovereignty. The link with this goddess can provide a suitable explanation for her marriage with Pwyll. Rhiannon chooses him to marry her after he has proven his worth by successfully ruling the Otherworld, Pwyll continues to be a great leader until his death. In the third branch of the Mabinogion, Pryderi bestows his mother and the rule over the seven cantrefs of Dyfed to Manawydan.​[53]​ Again Rhiannon marries a great leader. 
Like the goddess of sovereignty, Rhiannon is also strongly associated with horses. Pwyll first notices her riding ‘a big fine pale white horse’. Her riding skills are impressive. Later in the tale the birth and abduction of Pryderi are associated with the birth and abduction of a foal in Teyrnon Twryf Uliant’s court. The punishment Rhiannon receives for allegedly murdering her child is to sit near a horse-block outside the gate of the court of Arberth and to carry people to the gate, just like a horse.​[54]​ But these associations are not clearly present in her name, so I do not want to speculate whether or not Rhiannon really was a goddess of sovereignty. She is indeed strongly associated with horses and she does have magical abilities, but if we want to prove that Rhiannon really was a goddess, we have to step aside from the tale. We must then reconstruct a mythology that is long lost, based on evidence we do not possess. Any conclusions drawn from such a reconstruction are highly speculative. I think we should first and foremost use what the story tells us. We can read between the lines, we can make associations, but I strongly believe that we should make those associations as unbiased as we can without trying to read specific things into a story just to prove a hunch. 
Rhiannon’s name, meaning ‘queen’, does clearly denote her function throughout the stories of the Four Branches and Rhiannon acts accordingly in every story she appears in. 

Teyrnon Twryf Uliant
The first part of Teyrnon’s first name, teyrn is an actual Welsh word meaning ‘monarch’.​[55]​ This represents his function; he is after all the lord of Gwent IsCoed. The other elements of his name are harder to interpret. Twryf comes possibly from the word twrf ‘tumult, host, noise’​[56]​. In line 637 Teyrnon’s name is spelled as teyrnon toryfliant and in the White Book his name is spelled twr bliant.​[57]​ Toryf means ‘crowd’ and twr means ‘heap, tower’.​[58]​ R.L. Thomson mentions that Uliant can either be from lliant ‘waters, sea’, or bliant which is a kind of material, mostly translated as ‘linen’.​[59]​
Teyrnon’s name could have meant ‘lord of the tumultuous sea’ according to Patrick Ford. If this is indeed the meaning of his name, then it does not have a function in the tale. Nothing that connects Teyrnon to the sea, apart from his name, is mentioned in the story.​[60]​ 
Teyrnon keeps horses and he has the most handsome mare in the kingdom. Every May-Eve the mare foals, but the young keep disappearing. One year Teyrnon promises his wife that he will find out what happens to them. He discovers that a great claw seizes the young. Teyrnon manages to rescue the young and then finds a baby boy. The boy has a sheet of brocaded silk wrapped around him. When he picks up the boy, he realises that the boy is very strong for his age. Teyrnon brings the boy to his wife and tells the story, she replies by asking what type of clothing the boy wears. When Teyrnon informs her that the boy is covered with a sheet of brocaded silk, she agrees to adopt this son of gentle folk. They treat Pryderi as if he were their own son and name the boy Gwri because of his golden hair. Teyrnon and his wife return the boy after they realise that Pryderi is Pwyll’s and Rhiannon’s son: ‘in appearance he had never beheld a son and father as exceedingly alike as the boy to Pwyll head of Annwn.’​[61]​

2.3 Conclusion
From all the names mentioned in this tale, only a few have a clear function in the narrative. Pwyll’s, Pryderi’s and Rhiannon’s names do have a significant meaning. Pwyll, ‘wisdom’, shows throughout the tale that his decisions grow wiser and wiser. Pryderi, who was initially named Gwri Wallt Euryn ‘Gwri Golden-Hair’, first has a descriptive name and later gets a name that suits his past: Pryderi ‘anxiety, loss’; signifying the anxiety he caused his mother Rhiannon. In later tales Pryderi keeps proving his name to be appropriate. Rhiannon’s name means ‘queen’ and indicates her function in the tale after she married Pwyll. Her name also represents her status throughout the tale, as she is mainly presented as a woman of high status (apart from when she carries out her punishment). 
The names of the other characters in the story do have a meaning in the case of Gwawl, Teyrnon Twryf Uliant, Hafgan and Cigfa, but I am not certain if those meanings are important in the tale itself. In the case of Cigfa and Teyrnon the names may only signify their profession, status or rank, while Hafgan’s name might connect him to the Otherworld. Gwawl’s name is probably simply a common word. 








In this second branch of the Mabinogion, Bendigeidfran son of Llŷr is king of the island. One day, when he is at Harddlech, he sees Matholwch, the king of Ireland arrive with thirteen ships. Matholwch asks to marry Branwen, and Bendigeidfran agrees. Their half- brother Efnisien is enraged because he was not consulted about the marriage and mutilates Matholwch’s horses. Bendigeidfran pacifies the insulted Matholwch with gifts, including an enchanted cauldron which brings fallen warriors back to life. 
Matholwch returns to Ireland with Branwen were Branwen becomes pregnant and gives birth to a boy, Gwern. The people of Ireland have not forgotten the insult and demand that Matholwch avenges the disgrace brought upon him by Efnisien. Branwen is punished to sleep and work in the kitchen of Matholwch’s castle where the butcher is to box her ears everyday with his bloody hands. To inform Bendigeidfran of her humiliation, she trains a starling and sends him a letter tied to the bird’s wing. Bendigeidfran then gathers his army to invade Ireland and rescue her. 
	To appease Bendigeidfran, Matholwch offers build a house for Bendigeidfran, his greatest wish as he is so tall he never fitted into a house. The Irish think up a plan to overrun the British army when the house is finished. They intend to crush the skull of one hundred Irish soldiers hidden in deerskin bags in the palace. Efnisien manages to foil this plan and completely ruins the chances for peace; he kills Gwern by throwing him headfirst into a blazing fire. 
	This caused a great tumult. The Irish revive their dead using the magical cauldron Bendigeidfran gave them, and they manage to slaughter the British. Efnisien blames himself for this war and crawls beneath the pile of Irish bodies. When he is thrown into the cauldron as if he were an Irishmen, he breaks the cauldron by pushing against the sides with all his might until he dies from the strain. 
	Bendigeidfran eventually defeats the Irish army but is lethally wounded in his foot by a poisoned spear. He orders the seven surviving British soldiers (including Pryderi) to cut off his head and take it to England to be buried in London facing towards France, thus preventing the country to be invaded from that side. 
	Branwen goes with them, but upon arrival in Wales her heart breaks from sadness and she dies, too. The seven soldiers then travel to Harddlech with the head, following Bendigeidfran’s final orders. They are supposed to stay in Harddlech for seven years feasting and listening to Rhiannon’s birds to make them forget their pain and loss. They then continue their journey to the island of Gwales. There they stay for eighty years, as Bendigeidfran predicted, only when one of the soldiers opens a door looking out on Cornwall they remember their pain and their lost friends and set out for London to bury Bendigeidfran’s head.​[62]​ 

3.2 Names in Branwen uerch Llŷr and their meaning
Bendigeidfran
Bendigeidfran uab Llŷr (llŷr means ‘sea’) is the king of Britain. Bendigeidfran is a huge man who has never been able to live inside a house. His sister is Branwen and he has two half-brothers named Nisien and Efnisien. His name consists of two elements, bendigaid and bran. Bendigaid means ‘blessing’ in Welsh and brân means ‘crow, rook, raven’.​[63]​ The raven is a symbol of war in the Celtic mythology and the story of Branwen uerch Llŷr is ultimately about war. Perhaps Bendigeidfran’s connection with war could give his name the meaning of ‘a blessed war’ and forebodes the outcome of the war against the Irish. If this is indeed the case, then his name has a clear function in the story. 
	Rachel Bromwich suggests that bendigeid could be a corruption of penn with an added epithet. She argues that the marvelous qualities of Bran’s severed head were his most prominent characteristic in the underlying mythology connected with him.​[64]​ This story, however, is mainly concerned with war and the outcome of war, in my opinion. Bran’s head is still very important, but I think that the war against the Irish and ensuring that Britain will remain safe from invasions is more important in this tale. 
Unlike Branwen Bendigeidfran does believe he is fighting a good cause; he wants to revenge the humiliation Branwen has suffered. Matholwch tries to pacify him when he sees him wading through the sea towards Ireland and offers to build him a house. Bendigeidfran accepts this conciliation but the Irish lords are unhappy with Matholwch’s decision and plan to attack Bendigeidfran and his assembly. Efnisien discovers the plan and kills the Irish. At the following feast to celebrate Gwern’s crowning as king of Ireland, Efnisien throws his nephew into the fire to break the settlement. A great war then starts and the outcome is in favour of the British. Bendigeidfran however is mortally wounded in his foot by a poisoned spear and only seven men of his retinue and Branwen manage to escape. He asks these seven men to cut his head off and bring it to the White Mount in London where it should be buried facing France. Bendigeidfran predicts that as long as his head remains buried there, Britain will be safe from invasion. The men will be on the road for a long time. First they will spend seven years feasting in Harddlech, then they will continue their journey to the island of Gwales where they will stay for eighty years, only when one of the soldiers opens a door looking out on Cornwall they remember their pain and their lost friends and set out for London to finally bury Bendigeidfran’s head. Bendigeidfran predicts that he is able to continue to protect Britain from invasions even after his death. The war against the Irish has been a terrible one, but he managed to ensure peace and he manages to continue to ensure this peace, so this war was indeed a blessed war.

Branwen
Branwen’s name consists of brân ‘carrion, crow’ and gwen ‘white, holy’.​[65]​ Her name, in fact, has the same meaning as Bendigeidfran’s. Her name perhaps also has the same function in the tale as Bendigeidfran’s. Branwen instigates the war against the Irish because she tells her brother about her treatment in Ireland, he then travels to Ireland to avenge her. Her name possibly tells us that the outcome of the war will be positive for the people in Britain. Patrick K. Ford also noticed the similar meaning and he points out that Branwen’s name is an older form while Bendigeidfran’s name is obviously post-Christian.​[66]​ 
Rachel Bromwich suggests that Branwen’s name actually means ‘white breast’ and was an adaptation of bronwen, the vowel changed under the influence of Bendigeidfran’s name.​[67]​ The name Branwen, as it is spelled in the Mabinogion, rarely occurs outside the Mabinogion. In older place names we do find the name Bronwen, and Bromwich argues that it is not unlikely that the story we have now evolved around these older placenames.​[68]​ If this is the case, then her name may just describe that she was a virgin or a young woman. However, considering that Branwen causes the war against the Irish, her name may very well contain the element brân ‘raven’ instead of being adapted from bron ‘breast’.
	The second branch recounts events concerning both Branwen and Bendigeidfran. Bendigeidfran seems to be the more important character of the tale, this view is supported by the beginning of the tale: “Bendigeidfran son of Llŷr was crowned king over this Island and exalted with the crown of London.”​[69]​ Bendigeidfran is the decision maker in this tale, and incidents concerning him are elaborately told. Matholwch asks Bendigeidfran for Branwen’s hand, and he agrees. Matholwch calls her tryded prif rieni yn yr ynis hon ‘one of the Three Ancestors of this Island’. She then follows him to Ireland where she gives birth to Gwern. When the Irish hear about the humiliation Matholwch suffered in Britain they force him to punish Branwen. Branwen must then work in the kitchen and the butcher is ordered give her a box on the ear everyday. She raises a starling and sends it to Bendigeidfran to let him know about her mistreatment. Bendigeidfran comes to her rescue and gathers an army to invade Ireland. Matholwch tries to conciliate Bendigeidfran but this fails miserably. In the following war all but five pregnant Irish women are killed, and only seven British men and Branwen manage to escape. Bendigeidfran is also killed, and orders that his head should be severed and brought to Britain. On landing in Wales Branwen dies of grief because so much destruction has been caused on her account, blaming herself crying out: 

‘Oy a uab Duw,’ heb hi, ‘guae ui o’m ganedigaeth. Da a dwy ynys a diffeithwyt o’m achaws i.’​[70]​

‘Alas son of God,’ said she, ‘woe is me that ever I was born: two good islands have been laid waste because of me!’​[71]​

She then dies of a broken heart and is buried on the bank of the Alaw. 
Branwen instigates the war against the Irish by letting Bendigeidfran know about the punishment Matholwch gives her. Her name, if interpreted correctly, indicates that the outcome will be favourable for the British, but Branwen does not feel it that way. She only sees the amount of destruction that she has caused. 

Caswallawn uab Beli
Caswallawn uab Beli is brought up in Branwen uerch Llŷr and in Manawydan uab Llŷr. He conquers Britain during Bran’s journey to Ireland and slays the men who were left behind to protect Britain, he then receives Pryderi’s homage. 
	Caswallawn uab Beli is mentioned as having conquered the Island of the Mighty and is crowned king of London while Bran is away in Ireland. His name does not have a meaning. Caswallawn’s name is connected to the historical Cassivellaunos. Cassivellaunos was king of the Belgic tribe of the Catuvellauni and he led an army of Belgic tribes against the Romans on his second expedition to Britain.​[72]​ Brynley F. Roberts suggests that perhaps the Welsh people still knew about Cassivellaunos and the identification of Caswallawn with this well-known king gave Caswallawn’s rule a more precise historical setting.​[73]​
Caswallawn has slain six of the seven men who stayed behind in Britain to lead the country. Those men were: Cradawg son of Brân, Hefydd Hir, Unic Glew Yscwyd, Idib son of Anarawc Walltgrwn, Ffodor son of Eruyll, Wlch Minasgwrn, Llashar son of Llayssar Llaesgygwyt.​[74]​ He slays all except Cradawg, whom he does not want to slay because he is his nephew. Caswallawn owns a magic mantle which he puts on when he slays the men, Cradawg cannot see him and his heart breaks with consternation at the sight of merely a sword slaying his men. Pendaran Dyfed was also with them, he managed to escape. In triad 35 Caswallawn is said to have chased the men of Caesar to Gascony, in the Mabinogion the Romans are never mentioned in connection to Caswallawn.​[75]​ This man is a well-known character and using him in this story gives the tale extra credibility and places it in a historical setting. His name may not have a meaning, but this name is used with a reason. 

Cymidei Cymeinfoll and Llasar Llaes Gyfnewid
Bendigeidfran explains to Matholwch that he received the cauldron of rebirth from a man, Llasar Llaes Gyfnewid, who found the cauldron in Ireland. They escaped from a red hot iron chamber and Bendigeidfran met them after they fled to Britain. Matholwch remembers the couple. He met them when he was hunting on a mound overlooking the Lake of the Cauldron. He suddenly noticed a huge man with yellow-red hair coming from the lake carrying a cauldron on his back, so he tells Bendigeidfran. The man was monstrous and looked like a bandit. His wife was twice as big as he was. Matholwch greets them and asks how they are doing. The man informs him that his wife will conceive at the end of a month and a fortnight and that a fully armed warrior will then be born. The couple stays with Matholwch for a year but after that year they start to make themselves hated and unwelcome in Ireland. Matholwch then builds an iron chamber for the couple and their offspring. They are all locked inside and the chamber is set on fire. Only the couple manages to escape with the cauldron. Cymidei and Llasar manage to flee to Britain where they meet Bendigeidfran and give him the cauldron.​[76]​ Bendigeidfran provides shelter for the couple and their (new) offspring all over his domain “and they are numerous and prosper everywhere, and fortify whatever place they happen to be in with men and arms, the best that anyone has seen.”​[77]​
	The woman’s name is Cymidei Cymeinfoll. Cymidei contains the Welsh word for ‘battle, war’: cymid.​[78]​ Her second name is a compound of cymaint ‘equally’ and boll ‘distended’.​[79]​ Which could suggest that Cymidei is actually pregnant with war; a likely explanation seeing that in the story she is said to rapidly conceive and give birth to fully armed warriors. Cymidei’s name, then, describes her function in this story. Her role is identical to the role of the cauldron of rebirth, the peir dadeni. This cauldron is capable of reviving slain warriors. The dead warriors must be thrown into the cauldron and the next morning they will come out alive and fully armed. Perhaps Cymidei is even used as a metaphor for the cauldron in this tale. 
Her husband, who initially carried the cauldron on his back, is named Llasar Llaes Gyfnewid. According to Ifor Williams, the name Llasar is an equivalent of the Irish lasar meaning ‘flame’.​[80]​ But llasar also means ‘azure, a blue substance used to colour shields’. Llaes means ‘long, free, careless’ and cyfnewid means ‘change, exchange, trade’.​[81]​ The meaning of a ‘free-flowing, changing flame’, as suggested by Williams, would be very appropriate since he, ‘the flame’, carries the cauldron on his back, and thus fuels it. Fire is needed for the cauldron to work, and he is also the one who causes his wife to conceive, so she can give birth to armed warriors. If llasar, however, was intended to mean ‘azure’, then his name might indicate that he is a free, traveling warrior. His name possibly alludes to the warriors his wife gives birth to; these men are born fully armed warriors, Llasar must perhaps be regarded the leader of this band or warriors. Llasar and Cymidei travel around, leaving an army of skilled warriors behind when they leave, as is hinted at when Bendigeidfran remarks that the couple now fortifies every place they happen to be in with men and arms. Llasar Llaes Cyfnewid is then a traveling (‘flowing’) warrior whose ‘trade’ or ‘exchange’ is the warriors his wife gives birth to. 
Possibly this Llasar is the same man as the Llasar Llaes Gygnwyd mentioned later in Branwen as the father of Llashar, one of the men who stayed behind in Britain, this Llasar is also mentioned in Manawydan uab Llŷr as a skilled decorator.​[82]​




The name Efnisien contains the element efnys meaning ‘hostile’.​[83]​ Efnisien is described as causing ‘strife between the two brothers when they were most loving’, whereas Nisien ‘would make peace between the two hosts when their wrath was at the highest’. It is unclear what the name of Nisien means. Their father is called Euroswydd. His name consists of eur meaning ‘gold’ and, more suitably, ‘splendid’, and oswydd meaning ‘enemy’.​[84]​ The meaning of the father’s name, ‘splendid enemy’, seems to have been divided between his sons. Nisien, who is said to have the ability to reconcile enemies, took the good qualities of his father’s name. Efnisien, the hostile one, followed in his father’s tracks.
	Efnisien indeed causes hostility and has a quarrelsome personality. Efnisien’s anger about not being consulted concerning Branwen’s marriage to Matholwch leads to Efnisien maiming Matholwch’s horses and starting a feud with him. Later Efnisien’s temper flares again when he is ignored again, and he throws Gwern, Branwen’s son, headfirst in a blazing fire thus causing a war between the Irish and the British. 
	Efnisien also shows another side twice in the tale. When Matholwch decides to build Bendigeidfran a house in order to make peace, the Irish lords concoct a plan to attack the men from the Island of the Mighty as soon as they enter the house. They hide in bags that hang from the pillars in the house. Efnisien, checking out the house prior to the arrival of Bendigeidfran and his men, guesses this ruse and kills the hidden men by squeezing their heads. At the subsequent feast to celebrate Gwern’s investiture as king of Ireland, Efnisien throws his nephew into the fire in order to break the peace settlement. 
Efnisien knows that this act will have disastrous consequences, but he seems unable to stop himself: 

‘Y duw y dygaf uyg kyffes,’ y heb ynteu yn y uedwl,’ys anhebic a gyflauan gan y tylwyth y wneuthur, a wnaf I yr awr honn.’​[85]​ 

‘By my confession to God,’ said Efnisien in his heart, ‘an enormity the household would not think might be committed is the enormity I shall now commit.’

This time he feels remorse, though, and he crawls between the corpses of the Irish men who are to be thrown into the cauldron of rebirth. When he is thrown in, he stretches himself and restores peace by breaking the cauldron.​[86]​ In the end it is Efnisien and not Nisien who clears the way for victory by breaking the cauldron of rebirth, he enables peace. Nisien, however, is only mentioned twice and does not have any function in this tale.

Gwern uab Matholwch
Gwern is the name of the son that is born in the marriage of Branwen and Matholwch. The word gwern means both ‘swamp’, ‘alder-trees’ and ‘shaft, spear, lance’ in Welsh, Gwern’s name, in my opinion, does not have any function in the tale.​[87]​ After the boy is named we are told that he is put out to foster in the very best place for men in Ireland. The next thing we hear about Gwern is that Matholwch gives his kingship to him and quickly after that Gwern is thrown into the fire by Efnisien.

Matholwch
Matholwch’s name does not mean anything. He does, however, play an important part in the tale. Matholwch, the king of Ireland, travels to Britain to ask for the hand of Branwen in marriage, the sister of Bendigeidfran the king of Britain. Bendigeidfran agrees and prepares a feast to celebrate the occasion. Efnisien, Bendigeidfran’s and Branwen’s half-brother, feels insulted because he was not asked for his opinion in the matter and mutilates Matholwch’s horses. Matholwch is deeply offended, but Bendigeidfran conciliates him by giving him the peir dadeni, ‘cauldron of rebirth’, that can bring the death back to life. Matholwch and Branwen then travel to Ireland and receive a warm welcome. Branwen gets pregnant and gives birth to a son, Gwern. 
When the Irish hear about the disgrace Matholwch suffered, they force him to punish Branwen because they feel he has not been repaid properly. Branwen must then work in the kitchen where the butcher must give her a box on her ear every day. She tames a starling during the time she spends in the kitchen and sends it across the sea to her brother Bendigeidfran who comes to her rescue. Swineherds see the giant Bendigeidfran wading the sea and report to Matholwch. He retreats beyond a river and destroys the bridges. Bendigeidfran lays himself down over the river to serve as a bridge for his men. Matholwch, fearing war, tries to conciliate Bendigeidfran and builds a house big enough for him to fit into in order to do him honour and agrees to give the kingdom to Gwern. The Irish lords do not like this idea and they hide themselves in flour bags tied to the pillars of the huge newly built house to attack the British. Efnisien is the one who discovers them and cleverly kills each man so that they are unable to follow through with their plan. A little while later he starts war again by throwing Gwern into the fire. A great fight starts, and all of the Irish are killed except five pregnant woman, only seven British men survive who return home with Branwen. 
In the Peniarth 6 fragment, dated approximately 1225, of Branwen is Matholwch’s name written as Mallolwch. Rachel Bromwich notes that in two instances in texts of the Gogynfeirdd mallolwch is used. Therefore, she argues, the form mallolwch is likely to be the original form of this name. In LCR and LCH his name is consistently written as Matholwch, this, according to Bromwich, could have happened under the influence of the name of Math uab Mathonwy. In the triads he is mentioned as Matholwch Wydel ‘Matholwch the Irishman’.​[88]​ In Buchedd Collen ‘The Life of Saint Collen’ Matholwch is mentioned as a lord in Ireland: Mam Collen sant oedd Ethinen wyddeles werch Vathylwch arglwydd yn y Werddon.​[89]​ The name Matholwch is also mentioned by the bard Cynddelw.​[90]​ Bromwich then suggests that under the influence of the Mabinogion the name Matholwch perhaps simply had become a typical name for an Irishman.​[91]​

Morddwyd Tyllion
Morddwyd Tyllion is only mentioned once after Efnisien threw Gwern in the flames. The hosts then take up their armour again and Morddwyd Tyllion shouts: Gwern gwn, gwchuiwch Uordwyt Tyllyon, ‘Hounds of Gwern, beware of Mordwydd Tyllion!’​[92]​ In both LCR and LGH this sentence is written as guern gwngwwch uiwch uordwyt tyllyon, Ifor Williams suggested the emendation to gwng gwchuiwch which gives the aforementioned translation. But who is this man called Morddwyd Tyllion? His first name Morddwyd means ‘thigh’ and tyllion a plural form of twll means ‘pierced, full of holes’, this name does not denote a function but merely a characteristic feature, whoever he is.​[93]​ 
Williams sees Morddwyd Tyllion as a character that is mentioned here to challenge the Irish host, who are the hounds of Gwern.​[94]​ This view is supported by two lines in the poem entitled Kerdd am Veib Llyr ab Brychwel Powys attributed to Taliesin: bum y gan vran yn iwerdon / gweleis pan ladwyt ymordwyt tyllon ‘I was with Brân in Ireland / I saw when the “pierced thigh” was slain’,​[95]​ making Morddwyd Tyllion a separate character that is only mentioned this time in the story.
These lines could, however, also mean that Brân /Bendigeidfran and Morddwyd Tyllion are the same person. This interpretation fits in the story. Bendigeidfran is wounded in his foot with a poisoned spear in Ireland at the end of the battle against the Irish. Bendigeidfran could very well be the person who utters this remark after Gwern is thrown into the fire. Bendigeidfran realizes that the Irish only brought him to the house under the pretense of wanting to make peace, and after the trap of the Irish in the house and the death of Gwern, who was crowned king as kind gesture towards Bendigeidfran thus hoping he would want a truce, Bendigeidfran has no reason to still want peace between his men and the Irish. So he rises and shouts ‘Hounds of Gwern, beware of Mordwydd Tyllion!’. 
W.J. Gruffydd thinks that Gwern was actually nicknamed morddwyd tyllion after he perished in the flames, he is burned and the wounds that are caused by the fire give him his nickname ‘pierced thigh’. He thinks that Branwen was hated because she was a foreigner and she was accused of consorting with demons. The fact that Gwern was killed when he was thrown into the fire proved that the accusations were false, had he been a demon child, he would not have burned. That part of the tale, containing this explanation, is lost now and was unknown to the scribe who wrote the tale down.​[96]​ But the fact that Morddwyd Tyllion himself speaks this sentence would make the identification of Gwern with this character unlikely, unless Gwern ‘pierced thigh’ speaks these words while he lies burning in the fire. This nickname remains unexplained and we can only guess that it indeed refers to the wounds caused by the fire. 
We cannot be certain what the people this story was intended for made of the character of Morddwyd, was it clear to them who this man was? They possibly had information of him that is now long lost. If it were Gwern would they not expect a remark that clarified that it was indeed Gwern who spoke from the fire? If it were Bendigeidfran, they would possibly also need a clarification. It is likely that Gruffydd in essence was right and a part of this story is indeed lost. Since not much more about this Morddwyd Tyllion is known, we can never be certain who he really was, and we can only rely on the information we have at hand for a possible identification. 
In my opinion the identification of Morddwyd Tyllion with Bendigeidfran seems more likely, especially since Morddwyd is also connected to him in Taliesin’s poem. But again, we cannot be certain.

Other people mentioned
Some people do not have an elaborate role in the story, but are still mentioned in the tale. One of them is Llŷr, who is the father of Branwen, Bendigeidfran and Manawydan. His name means ‘sea’.​[97]​ Llŷr’s full name is Llŷr Lledyeith, ‘Llŷr half-speech’, lled meaning ‘half’ and iaith meaning ‘speech’.​[98]​ Perhaps Llŷr is cognate to the Irish sea-god Manannán mac Lír. Rachel Bromwich suggests that if Llŷr is indeed based on an Irish borrowing, then his epithet Lledyeith could refer to his foreign origin.​[99]​ But not enough evidence is found in the tale to really support this idea. Manawydan’s name, however, contains the element manaw(i)aidd, manawiad meaning ‘Manx, Manxman’, this could suggest that Llŷr came from the Ireland of Man to Wales and his epithet, ‘half-speech’, could then refer to the fact that he originally spoke Manx.​[100]​ Llŷr is only mentioned in the tales as the father of Branwen, Bendigeidfran and Manawydan. Nothing more is told about him.
	Penarddun daughter of Beli son of Mynogan is Bendigeidfran’s mother, she is also the mother of Efnisien and Nisien but they have a different father, Euroswydd. Whose name means ‘splendid enemy’.​[101]​ Penarddun’s name contains the words pen ‘head’ and arddun ‘beautiful, fair’.​[102]​ Her name obviously describes her appearance. 
Beli Mawr, ‘the Great’, son of Mynogan, is mentioned in several early Welsh genealogies and in the Bruts of Geoffrey’s Historia Regum Brittanniae he is rendered with king Heli. He is Lludd’s and Caswallawn’s father and Aranrhod is one of his daughters according to triad 35, in other sources she is the daughter of Dôn. Beli’s first name probably comes from the modern welsh pelydr ‘radiant, shining’. Mynogan is not mentioned as the father of Beli in other sources. His name means ‘courteous person’.​[103]​ Both Beli’s and Mynogan’s name suggest that they are good people and likely great leaders. 
Caswallawn uab Beli, who is discussed above, slays six of the seven men who stayed behind to protect Britain during the time Bendigeidfran was abroad. These seven men were Cradawg son of Brân, Hefydd Hir, Unic Glew Yscwydd, Idic son of Anarawc Walltgrwn, Ffodor son of Eruyll, Wlch Minasgwrn and Llashar son of Llayssar Llaesgygwyt. The names of the seven men are mostly descriptive. Cradawg’s first name has no meaning, his father’s name, brân, means ‘crow, carrion’. Hefydd is for example called hir ‘the tall’. Unic’s ‘single’ epithet glew yscwydd means ‘strong shoulder’ and Wlch is called minasgwrn ‘bone-lip’, their first names do not have a meaning. Idic is the son of Anarawc whose epithet walltgrwn means ‘round hair’. Ffodor’s father was Erfyll; this name might a form of the verb arfollaf meaning ‘welcome, embrace’, but both Idic’s and Ffodor’s names do not have a meaning. Llashar’s first name denotes an azure substance used to dye shields, which might indicate that he was a warrior, his father Llayssar Llaesgygwyt will be discussed in the chapter about Manawydan uab Llŷr.​[104]​ 
	Manawydan, Pryderi, Glifieu son of Taran, Taliesin, Ynawg, Gruddieu son of Muriel and Heilin son of Gwyn Hen are mentioned as the seven men who escaped from Ireland. Manawydan’s name possibly means ‘Manx (man)’, as touched upon above.​[105]​ Pryderi means ‘worry, anxiety’.​[106]​ Gliflieu’s name does not mean anything, his father’s name, taran, means ‘thunder’. Taliesin contains the elements tal ‘tall’ or tâl ‘brow’, and iesin ‘fair, beautiful, radiant’, ‘the fair tall one’, describing his appearance. Ynawg has no meaning. Gruddieu means ‘cheeks’. Heilin means ‘cup-bearer’, waiter’, he is the son of Gwyn ‘white, holy’ whose epithet hen means ‘old’.​[107]​ These names, except Pryderi’s name and Heilin’s name, do not have a function in the story; they only describe the people who bear the name. 
Pryderi’s name might have a function in this story as there is a lot of worry and anxiety going on at the time. Perhaps this is the reason he is suddenly mentioned again in this tale. Heilin’s name means ‘cup bearer’ which could refer to these seven men bearing the head of Bendigeidfran to England in order to bury it there.​[108]​ Heilin is also the one who opens the door towards Cornwall, causing the assembly to remember their lost friends and worries after having spent 80 years without remembering their worries. The opening of this door ensured that the assembly proceeded to London to bury Bendigeidfran’s head. So by opening the door Heilin perhaps fulfilled his destiny as ‘cup bearer’.

Conclusion
In this story, again, characters that play an important part in the tale have a meaning that can be connected to their function in the story. Less important characters usually bear a name that describes a characteristic feature they seem to possess. Only Pryderi, ‘anxiety, worry’, and Heilin, ‘cup bearer’, are possibly an exception. Some of the parent’s names can be connected to their children’s names, e.g. Euroswydd ‘splendid enemy’ the father of Nisien, whose name means something like ‘reconciler’, and Efnisien ‘hostile’ and Llŷr Lledyeith, the father of Manawydan. 
Bendigeidfran’s and Branwen’s names both have the same meaning, ‘blessed raven, holy raven’. Because the raven was a symbol of war; their names represented the favourable outcome of the war against the Irish. 
Cymidei Cymeinfoll and Llasar Llaes Gyfnewit both play key roles in the tale since this couple gives the cauldron of rebirth to Bendigeidfran who is his turn gives the cauldron to Matholwch. He uses the cauldron later in the tale hoping to win the war. The couples’ names actually represent the cauldron itself. Cymidei Cymeinfoll means ‘distended with war’ and is said to rapidly give birth to fully armed warriors, whereas her husband’s name either means ‘free-flowing, changing flame’ or ‘travelling warrior’. Cymidei’s husband either fuels his wife or he represents the leader of the group of warriors his wife gives birth to.
It is remarkable that Matholwch’s name does not seem to mean anything, seeing that he plays an important role in the story. But perhaps, following Bromwich, his name simply indicated that he was an Irishman.









Pryderi decides to give his mother Rhiannon and the authority over the seven cantrefs of Dyfed to Manawydan to lift his spirits after the death of his brother Bendigeidfran. Manawydan accepts and they set off to Dyfed. He marries Rhiannon and they live in Dyfed. 
One night, when they are sitting on mound Arberth, a thunderous clatter sounds followed by a descending mist. When the mist clears all of Dyfed is turned into a wasteland, and only Rhiannon, Manawydan, Pryderi, and his wife Cigfa,​[109]​ are spared. They try different craft every year to make their living and travel from city to city until they arrive in Arberth. Manawydan and Pryderi go out hunting one day. In search of his dogs Pryderi enters a fortress against Manawydan’s advice. In the fortress he finds a bowl hanging by four chains over a marble rock. Mesmerized by its beauty he grabs hold of it. His hands then cling to the bowl and his feet to the rock; he is unable to move and he can no longer speak. Later his mother Rhiannon follows him to the fortress and she similarly grabs hold of the bowl with the same result. The fortress then vanishes, taking them with it. 
Manawydan and Cigfa then travel first to Lloegyr, England, and after a year they return to Arberth where Manawydan turns to farming. He grows the most beautiful wheat ever seen, but when he wants to reap it, he finds his croft ruined. Determined to find out who damages his wheat, he keeps watch the following night and sees a mighty swarm of mice. He catches one of the mice in order to hang it. Cigfa and a series of passersby (a clerk, a priest and a bishop) all advise him to refrain from meddling with the mouse. Finally the bishop introduces himself as Llywd son of Cil Coed and admits to be behind the enchantment on Dyfed. He avenged Gwawl son of Clud on Pryderi. The mouse Manawydan captured is actually his pregnant wife, the other mice are her ladies in waiting who are instructed to destroy Manawydan’s crop. Manawydan makes the man promise that never again a spell will be put on the seven cantrefs of Dyfed. The spell is then lifted and Dyfed is restored.​[110]​ 

4.2 Names in Manawydan uab Llŷr and their meaning
Llasar Llaes Gygnwyd
In Branwen uerch Llŷr a man with a similar name, Llasar Llaes Gyfnewid, is mentioned as the husband of Cymidei Cymeinfoll. The name Llasar is perhaps an equivalent of the Irish lassar meaning ‘flame’, this meaning is appropriate in the tale of Branwen, as the man bearing the name originally came from Ireland.​[111]​ 
In Manawydan uab Llŷr Manawydan takes on saddle-making and colours the pommel of the saddle with blue azure in the way he had seen it done by Llasar Llaes Gygnwyd. Llasar here clearly means ‘azure, a blue substance used to colour shields’. Llaes in this phrase probably means ‘loose, free’ and ‘flowing’, thus representing the way the azure was applied.​[112]​ I am not sure of the meaning of gygnwyd, it could come from cyngwedd ‘conformity, suitability’ or from cyngwydd ‘attack, onset, fall’ as suggested by Sir Ifor Williams, which again refers to the way the azure was applied.​[113]​ His name then has a clear function in the tale and describes his profession and skill. 
But is this Llasar a different man from the Llasar mentioned in Branwen? Patrick K. Ford notes that it is difficult to believe that two characters bore this unusual name, these men do, however, play very distinct roles in the tales and nothing is mentioned that connects them.​[114]​ In Branwen Llasar is the husband of Cymidei Cymeinfoll. She most likely represents the peir dadeni, the cauldron of rebirth. Llasar then represents the flame which fuels the cauldron . This couple came from Ireland, which explains why in this tale the name llasar can be interpreted meaning ‘flame’. In Manawydan Llasar is depicted as a skilled decorator of various artifacts probably used in battle, which is all we know about him. In Branwen the last thing said about Llasar and Cymidei is that they, and their offspring, were offered shelter by Bendigeidfran, and that they fortify every place they stay in with men and arms. The name of Llasar in Branwen can also be interpreted as ‘free traveling warrior’ as I’ve explained above and this may prove that there was only one Llasar. The Llasar mentioned in Branwen could very well, after Bendigeidfran offered him shelter in his territory, be making a living in Britain as a decorator and he could have taught Manawydan his skills.

Llwyd uab Cil Coed
The word llwyd means ‘grey, ordinary, faint of colour’, and ‘blessed, ancient, holy’. His father was Cil Coed whose first name means ‘corner, back, nook’, coed means ‘forest, pieces of wood’. If this meaning is the correct one, I do not think Llwyd’s name represents his function in this story. Patrick Ford suggests that since the badger broch is in GPC defined as a pryf llwyd, creadur llwyd, Llwyd himself may represent a badger and be the son of the burrow (an interpretation of cil) in which badgers live.​[115]​ LLwyd would then be like Gwawl, Ford continues, when he was tricked inside the bag for the broch yg got ‘badger in the bag’ scenario in Pwyll.​[116]​ Llwyd takes away Manawydan’s grain (like a badger would) and now Llwyd’s wife is the one who is trapped inside a sack after she was changed into a mouse to help Llwyd.​[117]​ There is, however, no clear evidence to support this scenario, if this is true then it would be a nice reference to the story of Pwyll and Llwyd’s name then would represent his function in the story. 

Manawydan uab Llŷr
Manawydan’s name is possibly derived from manaw(i)aidd meaning ‘Manx or manawiad meaning ‘manxman’.​[118]​ It is unclear what meaning the element –wydan has. His father is named Llŷr ‘sea’ Lledyeith ‘half-speech’ which might suggest that Manawydan and his father were not originally from Wales and came from overseas from the Isle of Man. His name is probably connected to the Irish Manannán mac Lir. Manawydan, however, does not have the clear connections with the sea as his Irish counterpart has, and only has the identical patronym mab Llŷr. When we interpret his name together with his father’s name, the interpretation of ‘manxman’ seems very fitting taking into account his father’s epithet meaning ‘half-speech’. Yet this epithet is never mentioned in this tale. In triad 8 about Tri Lledyf Vnben Enys Prydein ‘Three Prostrate Chieftains of the Island of Britain’, Manawydan is said to be the son of Llyr Lledyeith.​[119]​ 
Manawydan’s name can also be interpreted as to contain the element mynawyd/manawyd meaning ‘awl’, an instrument used for shoemaking. This meaning is very fitting in the third branch since Manawydan acts as a shoemaker both in this story and in triad 67 about the three golden shoemakers.​[120]​ Bromwich suggests that this understanding of the name is probably a later one, and was made possible only after the original association of Manawydan’s name with the Isle of Man had been forgotten.​[121]​ 

Conclusion
In this tale we can conclude that Manawydan’s name either describes his heritage as a Manxman or describes one of his skills, namely shoemaking. The epithet of his father’s name is no longer used in the Mabinogion, perhaps this has caused the change in the understanding of Manawydan’s name. When his father’s epithet was still mentioned, Manawydan would be connected to a man whose name called on associations with the sea and another nation or language. As soon as Manawydan became known as ‘just’ Manawydan uab Llyr and he became associated with shoemaking in both this tale and in triad 67 about the Golden Shoemakers that also refrains from mentioning his father’s epithet, the understanding of his name changed accordingly to fit his skills in the story. 
	The other main characters also have names that describe their role in the tale or a specific function. Pryderi is again associated with anxiety and worry, Rhiannon in this story marries Manawydan and again lives up to her role as queen. 
Llwyd mab Cil Coed, who steals Manawydan’s grain, has a name that possibly describes his role in the story, but it is difficult to be certain of this interpretation. If his name does not describe his function, then it probably describes his appearance, which may indicate that he is a grey, dull man. 








The Fourth Branch of the Mabinogion portrays Math as the great wizard king of Gwynedd, where the main action of the story takes place. Math has a talent of being able to hear every spoken word in the open air. In order to be safe Math needs to have his feet in the lap of a maiden at all time, except during war. Gilfaethwy son of Dôn, Math’s nephew, falls in love with Goewin, Math’s footholder. His brother Gwydion plots to start a war so that Gilfaethwy can be with her. His plan is to steal pigs Pryderi received from the king of the Otherworld to give them to Math. Gwydion turns toadstools into twelve horses and twelve hounds; swapping those for the pigs. The next day, however, they turn back into toadstools. The cheated Pryderi immediately gathers his army to follow Gwydion and get his pigs back. Math sets out to meet Pryderi’s attack and while he's away from his court Gilfaethwy rapes Goewin in Math's bed.
	After the battle, a truce is called. Pryderi finally realizes that Gwydion is his real enemy and decides to fight him himself at Y Traeth Mawr. Pryderi is killed when Gwydion calls on his magic powers. Math returns to his court, and Gwydion and Gilfaethwy slip away. Goewin informs Math that Gilfaethwy has raped her and Math promises to marry her himself. He issues a ban denying the brothers food and drink within his kingdom. Eventually the brothers are forced to appeal to Math for mercy. 
Math punishes them for harming Goewin by transforming Gilfaethwy into a hind and Gwydion into a stag. Each year for the next three years, Math transforms them into different animals (wolfs and pigs) and they're forced to turn over their young to Math. He changes their offspring into boys: Bleiddwn ‘wolf’, Hyddwn ‘stag’ and Hychdwn ‘pig’ Hir ‘the tall’, the sons of Gilfaethwy. After three years, Math decides that his nephews have been punished enough and transforms them back into their human form. He then asks them to recommend a new maiden to become his footholder, and they suggest Aranrhod, his niece. When Math tests Aranrhod's virginity by magic she fails and drops a big yellow-haired child who is baptized by Math and named Dylan ‘sea’. As Aranrhod runs away in disgrace she drops something small which Gwydion hides in a chest at the foot of his bed. 
One morning Gwydion wakes to hear a child crying coming from the box. He opens the box and inside finds a baby boy. A woman in the town looks after the baby and by the time the boy is four years old, he is bigger than a child of eight. One day he follows Gwydion to Aranrhod’s castle where he tells her that the boy is her son. She refuses to acknowledge or name the boy.
The next day Gwydion conjures a ship out of seaweed and leather and he and the boy sail to Caer Aranrhod. He changes their appearance, so that Aranrhod won't recognize them. Once they are in view of the fort, they start to make beautiful shoes on the deck of the ship. Aranrhod sees the shoes and orders them to make a pair for her. When Gwydion is measuring her feet, a wren lands on the deck of the ship, and the boy aims a needle at the wren’s leg and breaks it. Aranrhod’s comment that ‘with a deft hand has the fair one hit it’, thus providing the boy's name: Lleu ‘fair’, Llaw ‘hand’ Gyffes ‘deft’. Angry at being tricked into naming the boy, Aranrhod curses the boy again: he will never carry weapons unless she gives them to him.
Gwydion then disguises them as storytellers and they trick Aranrhod into believing the country is at war. In panic she gives the boy armour and weapons. When she realises who they are she puts a third curse on Lleu: he will never have a human wife. Gwydion and Lleu go find Math and tell him about Aranrhod's curse. Math and Gwydion create a wife for Lleu out of forest flowers; they name her Blodeuedd ‘flowers’. Lleu and Blodeuedd are married and Math gives them the lands of Eifionidd and Ardudwy to rule over. Soon afterwards Blodeuedd falls in love with a neighbouring lord, Gronw Pebyr of Penllyn and they plot to kill Lleu.
As Lleu is no ordinary mortal, he cannot be killed inside a house, nor outside one, nor on horseback, nor on foot. Blodeuedd tricks him into revealing how then he can be killed. She finds out thar he can be killed only by a spear which must be a year in the making, but he must be standing with one foot on a trough built on the side of a river with a roof over it, and the other foot on the back of a billy goat. She tells Gronw, who begins work on the spear, and a year later she asks Lleu to show her how he should stand in order to be killed. When he does, Gronw throws the spear at him, but Lleu is not killed, instead he turns into an eagle and flies away.
Gronw then goes to live with Blodeuedd and takes control of Lleu's land. Gwydion is heartbroken, and searches all over Wales for Lleu until he finds him in an oak tree in the Nantlle valley. Gwydion changes Lleu back to human form but he's weak and ill and Gwydion carries him back to Math's court. 
When Lleu is well, he plans revenge on Blodeuedd and Gronw Pebyr with Gwydion and Math's help. Blodeuedd, knowing that they are coming, tries to run away but Gwydion catches her at Llyn Morwinion and turns her into an owl. He also changes her name into blodeuwedd ‘flower-face’. In this shape she can never show her face in daylight again, because the other birds will then attack her. 
Gronw offers compensation to Lleu in an effort to appease him. Lleu refuses and insists that Gronw must suffer in the same way that he did. He does allow Gronw the chance of holding a stone between his body to protect him from the spear blow. The spear, however, pierces the stone and kills him. That is how this last branch of the Mabinogion ends.​[122]​


5.2 Names in Math uab Mathonwy and their meaning

Aranrhod
In the Book of Taliesin Aranrhod is said to be: Aranrot drem clot tra gwawr hinon ‘Aranrhod famous for beauty beyond the dawn of fine weather’.​[123]​ She is mentioned in triads 35, 67 and 78. In triad 35, she belongs to the third of the Tri chyuor a aeth o’r Enys hon, ac ny doeth dracheuyn vr un onadunt (‘Three levies that departed from this Island, and not one of them came back’), the text mentions Beli as her father. She went with brother Caswallawn and her sons in pursuit of the men of Caesar. In this branch of the Mabinogi she is said to be the daughter of Dôn, who is then perhaps her mother.
The three hosts mentioned in the triad were called Tri Aryanllu ‘Three silver hosts’. Aryanllu might be connected to Aranrhod’s name, written as Aryanrot here. Her name, however, is consistently spelled Aranrot throughout Math uab Mathonwy in the texts of W and R. Only in this triad the name is spelled Aryanrot, both in Pen. 16 and R (the triad is not present in W). Perhaps aryanrot and aryanlly are merely misspelled forms. Aranrhod’s name consists of rhod meaning ‘wheel’.​[124]​ 
The first element is more difficult, the original form is uncertain and could both be aran and aryan ‘silver’. Her name is, however, usually spelled as Aranrot, and the element aran, survived independently in the mountain names Yr Aran Fawr, Aran Benllyn, in the diminutive Aren(n)ig, the meaning of this element is uncertain, but possible interpretations are ‘huge, round, humped’ according to Bromwich.​[125]​ In the triad the size of the host is constantly emphasized, which supports this interpretation. 
As mentioned above, Aranrhod’s name is consistently spelled Aranrot, not Aryanrot. A comparison with the phrase llu kyngrwn ‘round, compact’ or ‘orderly host’ supports this view as well. If this is the case, then Aranrhod name would mean ‘big, round wheel’ instead of ‘silver wheel’. Her name does not have a function in the tale. 
Aranrhod is introduced in the tale when Math requires a new footholder. When asked, Aranrhod insists that she is a virgin. She has to pass a test to prove her virginity but fails and gives birth to two a boy. Aranrhod then storms out of the door dropping another little something. The firstborn boy is named Dylan ‘sea’ and he immediately makes for the sea. The thing Aranrhod dropped when she left is taken by Gwydion. This turns out to be another boy. When Gwydion appears in Aranrhod’s castle with this boy and asks her to recognize and name him. Aranrhod accuses Gwydion of shaming her and refuses to recognize or name the boy. Gwydion tricks her into naming her, so she curses the boy again and denies him of arms unless she supplies him with them. Again Gwydion outsmarts her. As third and final curse, Aranrhod tells the boy that he shall never have a human wife. Gwydion and Math then work together and create a woman out of flowers. 
After Aranrhod is defeated for a third time, she disappears from the tale. 

Bleiddwn
Math punished Gwydion and Gilfaethwy for the shame they caused Goewin by transforming them into animals. Given that they worked together, they will also bear the consequences of their actions together. Their punishment lasts for three years, each year they become different animal, their sex also alters every year. Math informs them that if they give birth to a young in these shapes, the young will be their own offspring (as human beings) as well. The first year the men are transformed into a stag and a hind, the second year into a wild boar and a wild sow, and the last year they are transformed into a wolf and a she-wolf. Ever year the female animal gives birth to a son. 
Before Math transforms Gwydion and Gilfaethwy into their new form, he takes their son, gives him a human form and baptizes him. The name he gives the boy refers to the animal the boy has been. Bleiddwn Hir, then, is the son that was born in the year of the third transformation; his name contains the word bleidd meaning ‘wolf’.​[126]​ The second element is more difficult and is perhaps either dwn or wn.​[127]​ Dwn means ‘dark, dark brown’. Wn could also possibly be from un ‘one’, which would give the translation of ‘wolf one’, or perhaps even ‘wolf like’. Dwn, however, seems more likely. 

Blodeuedd
After Lleu receives his armour, Aranrhod places a third curse on him: he shall never have a wife of the race that is now on this earth. By doing so, she prevents Lleu from keeping the memory of her shame alive in further generations. Gwydion assures her they will also break this curse, and together with Math he magically creates a wife out of different flowers: blodeu y deri a blodeu y banadyl a blodeu yr erwein, ‘the flowers of an oak and the flowers of a broom and the flowers of the meadow-sweet.’ They then aptly name her: ac y bedydyaw o’r bedyd a wneynt a dodi Blodeued arnei, ‘and they baptized her with the baptism they used at that time, and named her Blodeuedd.’ Blodeuedd is a double plural from blodau meaning ‘flowers’.​[128]​ In the manuscripts, the name of Blodeuedd appears in two forms, Blodeued and blodeuwed. In LGR the form blodeued is consistently used to denote Blodeuedd before she was turned into an owl.​[129]​ LCH writes blodeuwed the first time she is mentioned, but after that consistently uses the form blodeuedd before her transformation is mentioned. It should be noted that in the story, the scribe already refers to her as Blodeuwedd a few lines before she is actually changed into an owl and is renamed by Gwydion, ruining the pun by doing so.
Blodeuedd falls in love with Gronw Pebyr later in the tale and together they plot to kill Lleu. Gwydion punishes her for betraying Lleu by turning her into an owl, her name then also takes a different form, transforming with her: Blodeuwedd ‘flower-face’. 

Dylan
Dylan is mentioned in Math uab Mathonwy as one of the two children Aranrhod gives birth to. He is described as being mab brasuelyn mawr ‘a big rich-yellow [haired] son’.​[130]​ Math baptizes him Dylan meaning ‘ocean, wave’. The moment he was named, the boy made for the sea. There he received annyan y mor ‘the nature of the sea’ and could swim as well as the best fish in the sea. Because of that he was called Dylan Eil Ton. Eil Ton can mean both ‘like the wave’ or ‘son of wave’ according to Patrick Ford, as eil/ail means ‘like, heir, son’.​[131]​ Not much more is said about Dylan, the only other information we have mentions that his death came by a blow: A’r ergyt y doeth y angheu ohonaw a uyrywys Gouannon y ewythyr. A hwnnw a uu trydyd anuat ergyt.​[132]​ ‘And the blow whereby his death came, his uncle Gorfannon aimed. And that was one of the Three Unhappy Blows’.​[133]​ This triad, however, has not been preserved.​[134]​
	It is possible that Dylan changes shape into an unnamed creature. Shape-shifting from human to animal form occurs more often in Math uab Mathonwy. Math transforms Gwydion and his brother Gilfaethwy as punishment for the rape of Goewin into a hind and stag, a boar and sow and a he- and she-wolf, with their genders changing annually. At the end of the tale, Blodeuedd is turned into an owl by Gwydion. In these instances, the change of shape is inflicted upon one character by another, but in Math uab Mathonwy we also find Lleu who can change himself into an eagle. Lleu, however, needs Gwydion’s magic to change back into his normal form.​[135]​
Math seems to give him the name Dylan for a reason; he knows something. The name is, according to the following events, rather appropriate, as Dylan immediately heads for the ocean. In this instance it seems like his baptism somehow ignited this passion. W.J. Gruffydd assumes that Dylan “makes for the sea and becomes a fish … or probably a merman.”​[136]​ It is unlikely that Dylan is a fish, since his appearance is not likened to one, but merely his ability to swim. Sarah Larratt Keefer notes that Dylan probably could change into a seal and argues that the statement “no wave ever broke beneath him” suggests that he swam by diving under the breaking waves, like a seal does.​[137]​ 
Dylan’s role in the tale is a small one. He, the firstborn, is born the biggest and strongest of the two boys and is immediately baptized by Math himself. The second smaller boy, who Gwydion hides before anyone sees him, for some reason gets a more prominent role in the tale. Dylan goes to the sea immediately after he was named, as if his name triggered something inside of him. The last thing said about Dylan is that his uncle Gofannon killed him, by aiming a blow at him. This was one of the Three Unhappy Blows, suggesting that Gofannon killed Dylan accidentally. Mentioning Dylan’s death consequently presents a reason for mentioning this lost triad. 

Gilfaethwy
The first element of Gilfaethwy’s name might be gylf ‘knife, beak’.​[138]​ But more likely his name contains the Irish word gilla ‘servant, a youth of age to bear arms’, he would then be the servant of Maethwy/Mathwy or simply a young man.​[139]​ This Maethwy might be Math. Seeing Gilfaethwy as a servant or a young man close to Math would make sense and his name would then describe his role in the tale. In Math uab Mathonwy it is said that: 

Ac ny allei gylchu y wlat, namyn Giluathwy uab Don [a Gwydyon] uab Don, [y] nyeint, ueibon y chwaer, a’r teulu gyt ac wy [a aei] y gylchu y wlat drostaw.​[140]​ 

And he might not go the circuit of the land, save Gilfaethwy son of Dôn and Gwydion son of Dôn, his nephews, his sister’s sons, and the war-band with them, would go the circuit of the land in his stead.​[141]​

Gwydion and Gilfaethwy go the circuit around the land, as was the custom for a king, instead of Math. Even though they are his sister’s sons they must have been close to Math, otherwise he would not have chosen these men to do this. 
Gilfaethwy uab Dôn falls in love with Goewin, Math’s footholder who was always with Math. He wastes away because he can not be with her. When Gwydion, his brother, asks him what he is suffering from, Gilfaethwy tells him and Gwydion plots to start a war to ensure that Gilfaethwy and Goewin can be together in the chaos the war brings about. Gwydion’s plan succeeds, and when Math leaves his court to go to war, Gilfaethwy rapes Goewin in Math’s bed. Goewin informs Math and he transforms Gwydion and Gilfaethwy into animals for three consecutive years as punishment. 
After Gwydion and Gilfaethwy are changed back into their human forms, Gilfaethwy is no longer mentioned. He is last mentioned in an englyn spoken by Math: Tri meib Giluaethwy enwir, / Tri chenryssedat kywir, / Bleidwn, Hydwn, Hychdwn Hir.​[142]​ ‘The three sons of false Gilfaethwy, / Three champions true, / Bleiddwn, Hyddwn, Hychdwn Hir.’​[143]​ 
It is interesting to note that in this englyn only Gilfaethwy is mentioned as being a parent of the boys, and Gilfaethwy is also the one who gives birth to two of the boys because he is turned into a female animal twice. Perhaps Math found it suitable to let Gilfaethwy experience childbirth twice to punish him for raping Goewin. 

Goewin
Goewin daughter of Pebin of Dôl Bebin is Math’s virgin footholder. The name Goewin means ‘daring, bold’, this name does not have a function in the tale.​[144]​ She is said to be the fairest maiden of her time, and she was with Math at all times. Goewin is raped by Gilfaethwy when Math leaves court for war Goewin informs Math of her assault and Math decides to punish Gwydion and Gilfaethwy. He tells Goewin that he will marry her: ‘A thitheu,’ heb ef, ‘mi a’th gymeraf yn wreic im, ac a rodaf uedyant uyg kyuoeth i’th law ditheu.’​[145]​ ‘As for thee,’ he said, ‘I will take thee to wife and the authority over my realm will I give into thy hands.’​[146]​ Nothing more is said about Goewin after Math takes her as his wife. 
It is remarkable that Math presents his wife with the authority over his realm. John Carey suggests that Goewin is in fact a sovereignty goddess, the time before her rape was a time in which there was no death and men rested their feet on the land she represented. A successful kingship depended upon a chaste relationship between these two people. After Goewin’s rape, immortality is no longer guaranteed. Math marries her and their relationship becomes one of husband and wife. At that point Math bestows the authority of his realm on her to keep it safe.​[147]​ Goewin’s role is not indicated by her name. Her name only implies that she is not scared to take a chance.

Gofannon
Gofannon is mentioned as being Dylan’s uncle and the cause of Dylan’s death. Gofan means ‘smith’, if this is the right interpretation, Gofannon’s name does not have a function in the story and merely describes the profession this man may have had.​[148]​ This seems likely, taking into account that Gofannon also appears in Culhwch ac Olwen as a gifted smith.​[149]​




Blodeuedd is turned into an owl because she falls in love with Gronw Pebyr, a neighboring lord and hunter. Gronw Pebyr appears in triad 30 as G(o)ronwy Peuyr ‘G(o)ronwy the bright’, pebyr/ pybyr meaning ‘strong, enthusiastic, bright’.​[151]​ Gronw does seem to be a strong man in the following episode. 
Blodeuedd and Gronw conspire to kill Lleu so that the two of them can be together forever. Gronw urges Blodeuedd to find out how Lleu can be killed and she discovers that there are certain conditions regarding Lleu’s death. A spear has to be used that has been worked on for a year, but the only time that work on the spear can be done is while people are at mass on Sunday. Secondly, he cannot be killed inside or outside of a house and finally he cannot be killed on horseback or on foot. Lleu seems to be invulnerable to attackers. 
Blodeuedd asks Lleu what needs to be done to avoid these conditions, pretending to be very worried about his well-being. Lleu answers that a tub with a roof-frame on a river bank needs to be made in order to kill him, a bwch ‘he-goat’ is to be placed beside the tub, and Lleu must stand with one foot on the tub and he should put the other foot on the bwch. Only then is he neither on the back of an animal nor on foot, neither in a house nor outside. 
A year later the setting is prepared the way Lleu described it. Blodeuedd asks Lleu to show her how he should stand in order to be killed and Gronw aims the poisoned spear at him “and smote him in the side, so that the shaft started out of him and the head stayed in him. And then he [Lleu] flew up in the form of an eagle and gave a horrid scream.”​[152]​ 
After Lleu is transformed into his own shape, and Blodeuedd is changed into an owl Gronw sends a message to Lleu asking him if Gronw could repay him with land, territory, gold or silver. Lleu refuses his offer and informs Gronw that he can only repay the injury by going to the place where he attacked Lleu with the poisoned spear and allow Lleu to aim the poisoned spear at him. Gronw accepts but first asks his men if any of them is willing to take the blow in his place. All refuse, and these men are still called the Three Disloyal War-bands, according to the story. The fact that his men are called disloyal because they refuse to be killed instead of their lord suggests that this form of ritual king-slaying happened regularly, and that usually a stand-in was used. Gronw’s men, however, decline. Therefore Gronw is eventually killed in the way he wanted to kill Lleu on the bank of Cynfael River.

Gwydion 
Gwydion uab Dôn is the son of Math’s sister. In poetry the image we get of Gwydion is consistent with what is told about him in Math uab Mathonwy. He is portrayed as a powerful magician who has the ability to create horses and hounds out of toadstools, shoes out of seaweed and a woman out of flowers. He can also give the illusion of a sea crowded with hostile boats. 
Gwydion’s name contains a form, gwyd- of the verb gwybot ‘to know’. In Middle Welsh –ion is a common ending to form the plural of a noun. Gwydion’s name, then, probably has the meaning of knowledge, wisdom. 
Gwydion betrays Math’s trust by starting a war against Pryderi in order to help his brother. He steals Pryderi’s pigs thus forcing Math away to fight a war. While Math is gone Gilfaethwy rapes Goewin. Math finds out and punishes Gilfaethwy and Gwydion by changing them into animals for three consecutive years. 
When they are transformed back into their human self, Gwydion is present when Math tests Aranrhod’s virginity. He wants her to be his new footholder, but it has to be certain that she is indeed a virgin. Aranrhod fails the test and gives birth to two boys, Dylan and Lleu. Gwydion takes Lleu, who is nameless at the time, under his wings. He travels with the boy to the castle of Aranrhod to have her recognize the boy as her son. She refuses to recognize him and places a curse on him: he shall never have a name unless she herself names him. Gwydion develops a plan to trick Aranrhod into naming the boy. Gwydion takes him incognito to see Aranrhod, who declares that he is a ‘fair one with skilful-hand’ when she sees him drop a wren with a single stone. The boy is thus named Lleu Llaw Gyffes.
Furious, Aranrhod places a second curse upon the boy: he shall never have arms unless she arms him. Again Gwydion outsmarts her. The third curse Aranrhod places on the boy is denying him to be able to marry a human woman. Together with Math Gwydion then creates a woman out of flowers, named Blodeuedd, this woman Lleu can marry. 
Blodeuedd proves unfaithful and attempts to slay Lleu together with her lover Gronw Pebyr. He does not manage to kill Lleu, instead Lleu transforms into a wounded eagle, and disappears. Gwydion finds him in the forest and heals him. To punish Blodeuedd, Gwydion turns her into an owl and changes her name into Blodeuwedd. Lleu then kills Gronw in the same way Gronw attempted to kill him. 

Hychdwn
Hychdwn Hir is the son born to Gwydion and Gilfaethwy during the year Math punished them by changing them into a wild boar and a wild sow. Hychdwn’s name contains the word hwch meaning ‘pig’.​[153]​ 

Hyddwn
Hyddwn was born during the first year of Gwydion’s and Gilfaethwy’s punishment, his name contains the element hydd meaning ‘stag’.​[154]​ His last name is Hir, meaning tall.

Lleu: The naming of Lleu Llaw Gyffes 
Lleu is the other boy that is born when Aranrhod steps over Math’s huthlath. Gwydion picks him up before anyone sees him, and hides him in a chest. One day he hears a cry coming from the chest and frees the boy. The boy grows extremely fast and is of a remarkable size when he is eight years old. One day Gwydion and the boy go to Caer Aranrhod where Gwydion tells Aranrhod that the boy is her son: 

‘Oy a wr! Ba doi arnat ti uyg kywilydaw i, a dilyt uyg kywilyd, a’y gadw yn gyhyt a hynn?’ ‘Ony byd arnat ti gywilyd uwy no meithryn ohonaf i uab kystal a hwnn, ys bychan a bet uyd du gywilyd di.’ ‘Pwy enw dy uab dy?’​[155]​

‘Alas, man! What came over thee to put me to shame, and to pursue my shame, and keep it as long as this?’ ‘Unless thou suffer a greater shame than that I should rear a boy as fine as this, a small thing thy shame will be.’ ‘What is thy son’s name?’ asked she.​[156]​

After accusing Gwydion of shaming her, Aranrhod refuses to give the boy a name: mi a dynghaf dyghet idaw na chaffo enw yny caffo genhyf i, ‘I will fix on him a destiny, that he shall not get a name till he get it from me.’​[157]​ Gwydion becomes angry and tells Aranrhod how wicked this destiny is and promises her that the boy will get a name, whether she likes it or not. 
This passage implies that getting a name was extremely important. The way Aranrhod specifically asks for the boy’s name might mean that a name is more than a way of identifying someone, perhaps the name also characterizes the individual who bears it. This is illustrated by the way the boy eventually receives his name. The morning after the encounter with Aranrhod Gwydion fashions a ship by magic and he and the boy sailed to the entrance of Caer Aranrhod and disguise themselves as shoemakers. Aranrhod is astonished by the quality of the shoes and wants a pair herself. Gwydion and the boy request to see her feet first, so Aranrhod walks to the boat. When she arrives, a wren perches on the ship, the boy reacts instantly and hits the wren. Aranrhod comments that ys llaw gyffes y medrwys y lleu ef, ‘with a deft hand has the bright one hit it’ subsequently naming him Lleu llaw gyffes, ‘The bright one Skilful-Hand’.​[158]​ 
By denying him a name, Aranrhod denies him from much more than a mere identification. Without a name the boy could never exist as an individual in society and could never form a relationship with anybody. The boy also causes her shame, as she is now no longer seen as a virgin, and if he were to achieve anything, he would be a constant reminder of her shame. It is uncertain who the father of Lleu is, but Aranrhod asks Gwydion for the name of his son, so perhaps Gwydion is the Lleu’s father. If this is the case, then Gwydion has two children with his sister, Lleu and Dylan. This may provide another explanation for the reason why the boy causes her shame. 
Lleu is also mentioned in triads 30 and 67. Triad 67 mentions the Tri Eur Gryd Ynys Prydein ‘Three Golden Shoemakers of the Island of Britain’.​[159]​ After Aranrhod names Lleu, he is indeed said to have been known as one of the three golden shoemakers.​[160]​ Why the shoemakers are golden is not clear, the color perhaps alludes to magic and the Otherworld, since Otherworldly beings are often linked to the colors red and gold. In addition the shoemaking only seems to be a ploy to lure Aranrhod to them and does not have all that much to do with Lleu. Even though, Lleu proves himself to be very skilled. In triad 30, Tri Anyweir Deulu Enys Prydein ‘Three Faithless War-Bands of the Island of Britain’, the men of Goronwy Peuyr ‘Goronwy the Radiant’ (spelled Gronwy in Math uab Mathonwy) refused to receive the poisoned spear from Lleu Skilful-Hand on behalf of their lord.​[161]​ A reference to this triad is also present at the end of Math.
Besides refusing Lleu a name, Aranrhod swears another destiny on the boy that he shall never have arms until she herself gives them to him. Through a trick Gwydion makes Aranrhod give Lleu arms anyway. In denying Lleu his armor, Aranrhod prevents him from becoming a recognized man in society who can acquire fame and has the ability to serve as a protector. She also assures Lleu that he shall never have a wife, but again Gwydion and Math make sure that Lleu is able to have a wife. 
Lleu’s name is mostly written as Llew in the White Book of Rhydderch. The name of Lleu is cognate with that of the Irish god Lugh, also Lleu’s epithet llawgyffes is paralleled by the Irish samildánach, an epithet given to the Irish Lugh in Cath Maige Tuired ‘The second battle of Moytura’. The meaning of samildánach is ‘equally skilled in various arts’.​[162]​ Other epithets for Lug are ildánach ‘poly-skilled’ lonnaindsclech ‘fierce combative’.​[163]​ 
The more common epithet for Lug is lámhfhada ‘long-arm’, which also has a Welsh parallel in Cadwallan Llawir (Law Hir) ‘long-arm’.​[164]​ In Cath Maige Tuired the reason for naming Lugh samildánach is told. As the king of the Tuatha Dé Danann, Núada, is holding a feast for his people, the unfamiliar Lugh approached the hall at Tara and requests entrance. When asked, he identifies himself as Lugh Lonnaindsclech. The porter informs him that no one enters Tara without an art whereupon Lugh claims to be the master of every art. Núada hears of this talented visitor and declares that Lugh should be let into the court: “‘for a man like that has never before come into this fortress.’ Then the doorkeeper let him past, and he went into the fortress, and he sat in the seat of the sage, because he was a sage in every art.”​[165]​ 
This Irish Lugh, a sage in craftsmanship, seems comparable to our Lleu who is a very skilled shoemaker and has a deft hand when he hits the wren.

Math
In Math uab Mathonwy Math is depicted as a great sorcerer. In the Irish tradition we can find men with a similar name and function, the druid of the Tuatha Dé Danann in Lebor Gabála is called Math mac Umóir and in Cath Maige Tuired the sorcerer of the Tuatha Dé Danann is called Matgen. It is uncertain what Math means. There is some discussion whether Mathonwy denotes the name of Math’s mother or father. It could be a matronymic, cf. the girl’s name Gwenonwy (however, most other names ending on –onwy are male) and Gwydion also presumably carries his mother’s name, Gwydion vab Dôn. In Math uab Mathony there are indications that Math has inherited the rule of Gwynedd through his mother, he is succeeded by the son of Gwydion, Lleu. Lleu is the sister’s son of Math’s sister’s son.​[166]​ Rachel Bromwich suggests that a special relationship often exists between a man and his sister’s son, in triad 28 of Trioedd Ynys Prydein uncles instruct magic to their nephews. It is also possible that the name Mathonwy does not denote a specific character after all; in Culwch ac Olwen names are found in which the parent’s name repeats the name of the child with an added suffix, e.g. Drem uab Dremidyd and Brys uab Bryssethach.​[167]​ 
Dafydd ap Gwilym mentions Math as one of the three enchanters of the Island of Britain. Math is indeed the wizard-king of Gwynedd in Math uab Mathonwy. The story mainly illustrates Math’s magical powers and the powers of his nephew Gwydion, to whom he taught magic according to triad 28 Teir Prif Hut Enys Prydein ‘Three Great Enchantments of the Island of Britain’. Math uab Mathonwy, however, does not mention that Math instructed Gwydion uab Dôn. 

Other people mentioned
Gwrgi Gwastra is one of the 23 hostages Pryderi gives against the truce he attempts with Math. His first name means cannibal, gwastra means ‘vain’.​[168]​ Nothing more is said about him.
Dôn is mentioned as the father or mother of Gwydion, Gilfaethwy and Aranrhod. In the triads Beli is mentioned as being Aranrhod’s father, therefore one could assume that Dôn is a woman. Dôn has often been identified with the Irish goddess Danu, the mother of the tribe of gods knows as the Tuatha Dé Danann ‘the tribes of the goddess Danu’.​[169]​ 

Conclusion
















After having investigated the names in the Four Branches of the Mabinogion it appears that the main characters in the first three branches all have names that describe their function in the story, and if applicant, in later stories. Lesser characters usually do not have names with a clear meaning, and if their names do have a meaning, they do not necessarily describe their function but are merely descriptive or common words in the Welsh language, in the case of Cigfa and Gwawl. This becomes especially clear in the case of Pryderi who at first, in his role as a secondary character, was named Gwri Wallt Euryn ‘Gwri Golden Hair’, but when it is clear that the boy is Pwyll’s son and he has returned to his mother, she names him Pryderi a name signifying the loss and worry he caused her. Clearly this name denotes the role Pryderi plays in the Four Branches, instead of describing his character. 
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